Inspiration Guide to Outdoor Water Features

Water Features
Landscape water features can transform
your outdoor living space into a tranquil
oasis. Imagine relaxing with the transcending
sounds of flowing water – experiencing the
ecosystem and vibrant life that only water
elements can bring to your home landscape.
Bubbling fountains, cascading waterfalls,
vibrant streams and tranquil ponds can add
just the right touch of nature’s soothing song
of renewal --- Creating magical beauty and
vital refreshment for your outdoor living
enjoyment.
There are many exciting design options and
choices to explore. We’ve developed this
booklet to help get your creative juices
flowing. Imagine the possibilities!

You can also check out more options by
visiting our gallery of projects located on our
website.
View our Water Features Portfolio
Our creative team of professionals is also
available to explore ideas with you or
answer questions if you would like to learn
more.

Water Falls
Enjoy the wonderful, serene sounds of a
waterfall designed for your landscape.
Adding a well-designed waterfall and pond,
for example, can transform your backyard
into a private sanctuary for birds, Flora, and
fauna where you can relax with family and
friends.
Imagine a hot summer’s day strolling through
your garden and being refreshed by the cool
mist and gentle sounds of your cascading
garden waters.
Nothing is more tranquil than a waterfall
beautifully engaging the senses. Picture how
you can start enjoying the wonderful,
soothing sounds of water in your landscape
by installing a water fall or other water
features.

Water Fountains
Celebrate an intimate section of your garden
with bubbling sounds from a gently flowing
fountain. A simple fountain makes a bold
statement. Whether serving as a focal point
like this one or tucked among your plantings
as a hidden surprise, the flowing music of a
fountain masks neighborhood noise --making your outdoor home experience more
enjoyable and restful.
Small space? Not everyone has the space or
desire for a large scale garden pond, stream,
or waterfall. A gurgling fountain, however,
can fit easily into patios and garden areas.
Antique bricks and bright green ferns add
color and texture to this intimate fountain
with ceramic urn.
Want more? Fountains can be featured as a
dominant focal point in larger landscapes
and/or combined with other water features
such as ponds, spas and waterfalls for
maximum impact.

Streams
Streams let the beauty of water flow
through your property and create a sense of
presence.
Innovative landscaping technology makes it
possible to design an easily to maintain
babbling brook or stream to integrate with
your surroundings.
Think about how delightful it would be to
have a meandering stream ripple through
your garden landscape. Cascading waterfalls,
playful streams, Colorful Koi fish, and lush
flowering water plants can be integrated
with this water feature to create a restful,
exceptional landscape.

Garden and Koi Ponds
Adding a water pond in your landscape
creates an exciting dynamic in your garden
areas. Pond water features can be placed in
even the smallest of garden areas, or
incorporated in large installations.
Water gardens and ponds can be an
important source of water to backyard
wildlife. You can choose from a variety of
beautiful options --- from quiet, still,
shallow ponds to active formal pools.
Koi ponds and water gardens, popular with
fish enthusiasts feature Koi, or more
specifically nishikigoi --- ornamental
varieties of domesticated fish that adorn the
waters of outdoor koi ponds or water
gardens.

Our Water Features Team
Green Impressions dedicated team of
landscape professionals have deep
experience in the landscape design and
creative installation of water features.
Fountains, waterfalls, streams, ponds, and
other water features add a unique sense of
nature and intimacy to any landscape. We
design water features that compliment your
home or property and transform your
grounds into a unique setting.
Our staff has a wealth of experience and
knowledge when it comes to helping you
choose the right type of design, stones,
plants, and landscape water features.
Our technicians are factory trained and
install water features which are virtually
maintenance fee.
Green Impression designers and pond
technicians work together with you to
provide not just Water Falls, Water
Fountains, Streams, Garden Ponds and KOI
Ponds – but a fully functional ecosystem to
help ensure your water feature design
integrates with your overall landscape
concept.

Outdoor Living At Its Best
Getting Started with Your Project:
In the same way that designing a house involves more than selecting paint colors or window styles... good
landscape design means looking at the big picture. Start by considering what your home has now ... such as a
deck, patio, children’s play area or water feature. You may simply need a “foundation plan” by a knowledgeable
landscape designer. This plan creates attractive plant combinations that fill out your existing areas.
The expert designers at Green Impressions look at your home’s landscape with a trained and critical eye. We
create a plan that takes into account your lifestyle, preferences and budget. We listen to your concerns and ask
questions to create the right plan for you. Some of these questions include:
With our experience and education, we design with the Northern Ohio climate in mind. We can ensure that you
have flowering plants all season long. Our design service is included in all landscape installations. Our design
process starts with a no cost or obligation consultation to begin creating the perfect plan for you. Contact us today
to get started.

Request A Free Design Quote
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